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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

In the run-up  to  the  2015  Paris  climate  talks,  the Indian  government  announced  ambitious  climate  miti-
gation  goals  as  part  of its INDC  (Intended  Nationally  Determined  Contributions).  Whether  India  can  meet
these  targets  is a critical  question  with implications  for the success  of the Paris  climate  agreement.

We assess  India’s  potential  for emissions  mitigation  through  a sectoral  lens,  focusing  on  eight  dominant
sectors  – namely  electricity  production,  agriculture,  road  transport,  buildings,  and  four  disaggregated
industry  subsectors  (steel,  cement,  petrochemicals,  and  fertilizers).

We argue  that  whether  emissions  mitigation  is favorable  from  a structural  perspective  is  a  function
of  two  main  factors:  (1)  political/organizational  feasibility  and  (2)  techno-economic  feasibility.  Politi-
cal/organizational  feasibility  in turn is  assessed  through  two  additional  factors,  market  concentration
and  government  concentration.  Our  central  intuition  is  that  fragmented  markets  and/or  fragmented
government  structures  pose  barriers  for collective  action.

Road  transport  represents  the most  favorable  sector  for emissions  mitigation  followed  by petrochemi-
cals.  Cement  and fertilizers  are already  at or near  the global  efficiency  frontier.  Three sectors  – electricity,
agriculture,  and steel  – represent  hard  cases  on  both  dimensions  of  feasibility.  Buildings  possess  strong
techno-economic  feasibility  but challenging  political/organizational  feasibility.

© 2016  Elsevier  Ltd.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

India’s role in the 2015 Paris climate talks was  central. With
China having already reached a bilateral climate accord with the
United States, attention focused on India’s ambitions and its con-
cerns about climate finance and the division of responsibility for
limiting greenhouse gases. The New York Times proclaimed India’s
prime minister, “Narendra Modi Could Make or Break Obama’s
Climate Legacy” [1]. But with more than 240 million Indians lack-
ing electricity, Modi argued his country needed carbon space to
grow and the primary responsibility for mitigation still lay with
the developed world [2].1

The Paris agreement enshrined a process based on bottom-up
commitments by all countries for emissions mitigation, so-called
Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs). The agreement also
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includes a review process that will assess progress and periodically
“ratchet” up collective ambition to avoid dangerous climate change
[3]. Though climate change requires, as Goldthau notes, a multi-
scale response [4], this turn to pledge and review nonetheless puts
the emphasis of implementation of the Paris agreement on state-
level action.

By 2014, India was the 4th largest emitter of greenhouse gases –
responsible for 7% of global emissions [5]. However, India’s growth
potential is more salient to the future trajectory of global emis-
sions. At current rates of growth and existing policies, India’s carbon
dioxide emissions are projected to triple between 2013 and 2040,
with emissions exceeding the United States by about 2035.2 Some
increase is unavoidable. As India’s leadership noted, the coun-
try’s per capita emissions are a fraction of developed countries.
Thus, extending energy access to hundreds of millions will increase
India’s emissions regardless. Still, more aggressive climate mitiga-

2 India’s carbon dioxide emissions in 2013 were 1880 MT  and were projected
under current policies to increase to 6067 MT in 2040 ([7], pp. 598, 637–638).
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tion could reduce India’s future emissions by 57% in 2040 compared
to the baseline.3

In the lead up to Paris, the Indian government announced ambi-
tious climate mitigation goals, including a reduction in emissions
intensity by 33–35% below 2005 levels by 2030 and an increase
in the non-fossil share of the country’s electricity to 40% by 2030
[6]. While non-fossil energy currently accounts for about 30% of the
country’s electricity, India will increase its electricity generation by
about 170% by 2030 under current policies ([7], p. 639). This would
imply upwards of a quadrupling in non-fossil energy by 2030 [8].

Our analysis of India’s ability to mitigate its greenhouse gas
emissions seeks to correct several lacunae in leading energy
journals. As Benjamin Sovacool noted in this journal’s launch, polit-
ical scientists historically have constituted a small proportion of
authors, inter-disciplinary teams have been rare, and few articles
have covered the developing world. Engineering and economic
models have been favored over social science, with field research
infrequently deployed. As a consequence, important substantive
questions about the political economy of energy systems and gover-
nance have not been adequately explored, including what political
systems facilitate rapid energy transitions [9,10], what forms of
governance produce optimal energy policies [9], and how to rec-
oncile climate change with energy access and energy security [11].
This piece on India draws on insights from political science and
other social sciences, employs elite interviews and other qualita-
tive methodologies, and features an inter-disciplinary international
research team. We  explore the implementation challenges of decar-
bonization, of mitigating greenhouse gases, as India develops.

Whether India and other major economies can meet their green-
house gas emissions targets is a critical question with implications
for the success of the Paris climate agreement. Studies that look at
mitigation feasibility such as those by McKinsey & Company tend to
focus narrowly on technical and economic feasibility, largely leav-
ing questions of political economy aside [12,13]. Another way  to
approach the implementation potential for emissions mitigation in
India is through a sectoral political economy lens, focusing on the
major sources of emissions in each area of the economy (such as
electricity, agriculture, road transport, and direct emissions from
industry). Previous sectoral approaches to climate change have
largely emphasized whether a transnational sectoral response is
viable [14]. Though we are interested in transnational sectoral
cooperation, our objective is to assess the scope for emissions
reductions in a single country with a method that is generaliz-
able to other major economies that are significant contributors of
greenhouse gases.

We  argue that whether emissions mitigation is favorable from
a structural perspective is a function of two main factors: (1)
political/organizational feasibility and (2) techno-economic feasibility.
Different sectors possess different conjunctions of the two. Some
possess favorable combinations of both dimensions, others face
mixed possibilities, and still others face unfavorable combinations.
Our central intuition is that fragmented markets or government
structures pose barriers for collective action, while concentrated
structures may aid such action. We  review eight dominant sectors,
namely electricity production, agriculture, road transport, build-
ings, and four disaggregated industry subsectors (steel, cement,
petrochemicals, and fertilizers). From the vantage point of our
methodology, road transport represents the most favorable sector
for emissions mitigation followed by petrochemicals. Three sectors
– electricity, agriculture, and to a lesser extent steel – represent
harder cases on both dimensions of feasibility. Buildings possess
strong technical potential but challenging political/organizational

3 The IEA estimates India’s emissions in the 450 scenario for 2040 to be 2632 MT
([7], p. 639).

feasibility. Cement and fertilizers in India are already near the
global technical frontier.

Our sector-based political economy approach to emissions mit-
igation is applicable beyond India. By looking at the countries that
are large sources of emissions and the relative feasibility of emis-
sions reductions in the most important sectors of their economies,
we can appreciate the implementation challenges of the Paris
agreement and how national and international actors might over-
come them. To say that some sectors face structural barriers to
emissions mitigation is not to say that these forces are immutable,
merely to acknowledge that structures are sticky, that they may
endure over the medium-run of a decade or more. Addressing
underlying structural impediments may  take time and vigorous
agency.

We unpack this argument in three sections. The first lays out
our conceptual framework. In the second, we  apply this approach
to each sector. We  conclude with policy implications and areas for
further research. This article is based on a review of sectoral data
and about 30 field interviews in India (for detailed methods, see
Appendices 1 and 20 in Supplementary material for an anonymized
list of interviewees).

2. Conceptualizing the scope for emissions reductions

How can we  understand the prospects for emissions mitiga-
tion in India? We  identify two dimensions of feasibility from a
structural perspective, one political/organizational and the other
technical/economic. By feasibility, we mean possible actions to sig-
nificantly reduce GHG emissions or avoid future emissions growth
in a sector. Both dimensions vary from high to low feasibility.

The first dimension emphasizes whether structural features of
the market and the government in that sector are conducive for
emissions mitigation. Our central intuition is that either the market
or government benefits from a concentrated structure to facilitate
collective action and mitigation. Our conceptualization of structure,
especially on the government side, includes political and institu-
tional factors. We deliberately leave aside actors’ preferences and
focus on structural constraints and enablers of change. This is not
because we think actor preferences are unimportant – this is far
from the case – but because a structural measure can be assessed
more completely and accurately in our framework than intent or
will. These depend on political leadership and can change quickly
depending on the status of the economy or the increased political
salience of new issues in the co-benefits arena such as air pollution.

In our second dimension, we code the technical/economic
prospects for emissions mitigation based on how far the sector is
from its efficiency frontier and the cost of abatement measures.
Sectors that are near their efficiency frontier have limited room
for improvement. Even sectors with technical scope for emissions
reductions may  require costly investments that make mitigation
challenging.

While a simplification, dichotomizing these two dimensions
yields the following matrix (see Fig. 1). In the bottom left quad-
rant, Cell A, are hard cases for emissions mitigation, characterized
by low feasibility on both dimensions. In the upper right, Cell C,
both dimensions of feasibility are high. These are most favorable
sectors for emissions mitigation. The other two cells are mixed
cases, where one favorable attribute is offset by an unfavorable
one. The upper left, Cell B, possesses low political/organizational
feasibility but high techno-economic feasibility. Cell D possesses
high political/organizational feasibility but low-techno economic
feasibility, either because it is already at its efficiency frontier or
because abatement measures are costly.
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